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Obitorial 

THE DIRECT METHOD 

The so-called "direct method " of teaching Latin has been 
before our readers in one form or another during the past year, 
and the Classical Journal has always welcomed discussion on both 
sides of this subject. There are those who believe that in this 
method is found the solution of the manifold problems which the 
teaching of an ancient foreign language presents, and have valiantly 
and enthusiastically undertaken to practice it in their own class- 
rooms. It should be said, however, that the great mass of classical 
teachers remains decidedly skeptical as to the practicability of 
this method. 

Meanwhile we are in receipt of a note on the subject from 
Mr. Rouse himself to which we are glad to give editorial publicity. 
DEAR SIR: 

In your paper on "The Translation Habit,"' you suggest among possible 
remedies: "(4) The direct method was proposed by an ardent advocate." Whether 
or not it is necessary to "abandon this suggestion without a trial," it is the one 
infallible remedy." I taught in various public schools for fifteen years, always 
having this trouble to deal with, or at least to guard against; but in the thirteen 
years that the direct method has been used in this school, we have never had 
any trouble with it at all. Nobody uses cribs, because cribs are of no use; 
if they did use cribs, the cribs would not help them to read authors in Latin 
and to discuss their meaning in Latin. Nevertheless, when called upon to 
translate passages thus read, everyone can do it. To give a striking proof, 
I add that last December a boy won one of the five open scholarships and 

SClassical Journal, X (October, 1914), 22. 2 I.e., the use of "cribs." 
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exhibitions at Balliol, who had never used translation as a method of learning 
Latin; and he was a year under the statutory age. You know, of course, that 
the Balliol scholarships are the great prize coveted by English classical school- 
boys. We find the same thing year after year: boys trained on the direct 
method can compete with all comers trained by translation, and beat them, 
although they have given only about one-fifth of the time usually given to 
classics. 

As for teachers, they can do as we have done: they can teach themselves. 
It only needs work. 

Yours faithfully, 
W. H. D. ROUSE 

PERSE SCHOOL HOUSE, CAMBRIDGE 

The Journal will welcome further comment and argument, as 

well as pertinent rehearsal of actual experience in the use of this 
method, to the end that our readers may have the fullest possible 
information as to the merits of the case. 
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